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institucionales de uso y los derechos de propiedad intelectual de terceros. I like going to the park. I love playing games. I don't mind doing my homework. Remember! We can use likes, love, hate and don't mind to tell how we feel about the activity. She loves watching TV. He hates cleaning his room.
They don't like going to the dentist. Be careful! After like, love, hate and do not mind, we usually use a verb with ING. I like to use a computer. He doesn't like shopping. She doesn't mind reading. We say... We don't talk... I love cooking. (NOT I like to cook.) She doesn't like to learn. (NOT She doesn't like
to learn.) Tags English Exercises and Gerunds and Infinitifs Exercise Live Sheets sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that motivate students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed English
program. A multi-level English language curriculum featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! High Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson plans. Grammar,
reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Comprehensive Teacher Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing up at a discount!
Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $3.33 p/m Fast Sheets is a smart cloud-based sheet generator to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 Teaching children
who can't read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer a carefully designed designed you can find sheets, games, videos and flash cards on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Advertising here
Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing sheets of movie and TV sheets Game sheets sheets with songs Learning Resources Page 2 Teaching children who can not read? It's easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed sheets of acoustics,
games, videos and flash cards you find on our website. All you need to help your child learn to read through acoustics: decodable stories, listening to exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Smart Print and Digital Sheet Maker - From just $3.33 p/m Fast Sheets is a smart cloud-based sheet generator
to create fun, effective lesson materials. Make 25 types of printed sheets or use our new interactive electronic sheet Maker to work with digital sheets. Sign up today and try 3 for free! High Quality ESL Lesson Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership To Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of PDF lesson
plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, spoken language. All with Comprehensive Teacher Notes included. It takes zero preparation time. Listening to lesson plans with mp3 files is also available. Plus flash cards. The benefit of fifteen years of experience at ESL. Use the ESLPR coupon code when signing
up at a discount! Live Sheets Sheets that listen. The sheets that speak. Sheets that motivate students. Sheets that save paper, ink and time. English lessons for children - Videos, Printables, Games, Online Tests Teach Children with a mixed English program. A multi-level English language curriculum
featuring cartoon animated videos, eye-catching games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Take the tour now! Advertising here Grammar Sheets Vocabulary Sheets Listening sheets Talking sheets Reading sheets Writing sheets of cinema and television sheets Games sheets with songs Teaching
resources Learn English - Lessons of English and Exercise - English test #117042: Hate, For example, Love or PreferHate like, love and prefer hate like, love and prefer can be used with -ing form or with an infinitive.-I hate seeing pets in the kitchen.-I love going to horse races.-I prefer not to wear my
good shoes during workouts. In American English, forms with an infinitive are much more common than -ing form. There is a very small difference in meaning between the two forms. Form-ing emphasizes action or experience. The infinitive pays more attention to the results of an action or event. Form-ing
is often used to offer enjoyment (or lack of it), and to an infinite form to express habits or preferences. Let's go She likes to play cards.-They don't like going out to eat. Habit or preference.- I like to make jam every year.- I prefer to eat bread and coffee for breakfast.- If you prefer not to go by car, we can
take the bus. Form -ing more common than an infinitive form after hate and love.- I hate painting, I'd rather pay an artist to do it. I hate, like, love, I prefer. When whether or D is used with hate like, love, prefer to have an infinitive rather than -ing form used.- They would like to hear you play the piano. No:
They'd like to hear you play... No: I wouldn't want you to be sad. No: I'd rather deal.... I hope it helps. Twitter ShareEnglish exercises Hatred like, Love or Preference, created by Leopold with a test builder. More lessons and exercises from Leopold Click here to see the current stats of this English
language test Please log in to maintain your progress. End free exercise to learn English: Hate, Like, Love or PreferA free English exercises to learn English.Other English exercises on the same topics : Frequent Errors Find the word I Opinions (en) All our lessons and exercises Infinitives Before we look
at as verb-ing, we need to learn about infinitive. How many verbs are there? There are two verbs. Verb 1. I want and Verb 2. Sleep. The word sleep verb has the word TO in front of it. This means that the verb is in an infinitive form: sleep. The verb K is called an infinitive. Sleeping is an infinitive. Usually,
when two verbs are together, the second verb (verb number 2) is in its infinitive form. In the original sentence, the second verb, sleep, is in an infinitive form: sleep. Another example is that there are two verbs in this sentence. Verb 1. necessity and verb 2. Study. The second verb in its infinitive form... To
study. The second verb (travel) should be in its infinitive form (travel). He wants to travel. It's a general rule about two verbs together and there are some exceptions, both with modal verbs, but we'll see this in another lesson. Verbs after LIKE With the verb LIKE there are two ways to put a verb after it.
You can say: I love sleeping. But with the verb LIKE, we often use a verb ending in ING after it. Sleep is a verb ending in ING. Another example. You can say: I love eating chocolate. .... Or you can say ... I like eating chocolate. Is there a difference? In general, there is no difference in meaning, although
we sometimes use an infinitive (TO and VERB) to talk about habits or choices. I love eating chocolate for breakfast. (It's my habit or my choice). To me There's chocolate. (It's more about what I like to do in general) However, the use of VERB-ING is more common than infinitive. Love, Enjoy, Don't Like,
Hate and Verb-ING This is an example of a verb-like verb ending in ING. This LIKE and Verb-ING rule also applies to other similar verbs like: Love, enjoy, dislike, hate. Note: don't like just the negative form like. As. like love enjoy hate dislike exercises pdf
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